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Separately bookable half day workshops:
Constructing a social media crisis management plan
Designing a mobile presence to correspond with your business strategy

DAY 1: 18 June 2013
8.30
9.00

• Real life context – using social media to create a relatable
situation
• Content depth – how the simplicity and creativity of the
programme increases audience understanding
• Working with external third parties such as hosting providers
and designers.
Anita Harvey, Media & Communications Manager and
Vivian Chandra, ICT & Database Manager,
Amnesty International Aotearoa NZ

Registration and coffee

Opening remarks from the Chair

Nicholas O’Flaherty, Managing Director, Social@Ogilvy
9.15

the evolving world of social media

• Current data on social media use, time and money spent and
ad revenue
• Do you need to get tangled up in Vine? Updating you on the
latest platforms
• The mobile imperative
Anna Connell, Online Community Manager,
Bank of New Zealand
9.50

10.40

Morning break & refreshments

11.00

What does “good” look like?

What does good brand communication and advertising look
like in social? What should we be doing more of? What are the
best brands doing?
• It’s not just about growing fans
• What does good look like? Examples of brands who are
doing it well
• What you need to do organisationally to get social media
results
Claire O’Connell, Head of Sales NZ, Facebook

2.40

12.30

Lunch break

1.20

Case Study: Trial by Timeline

Amnesty International has created a clever Facebook
application that allows ordinary New Zealanders to interact
with the organisation by analysing their Facebook timeline
and highlighting content that may have seen them arrested,
tortured, fined or even face the death penalty in other parts of
the world.
• How does creative social media link to the audience
understanding a message?

@conferenz #nzsomo

building localised consumer 			
engagement

70% of consumers check online reviews and opinions before
deciding on a business to use.
• Importance of amplifying word of mouth in an online context
• Crowd sourced promotion
• Value in having an honest online reputation
• Encouraging the social sharing of experiences
• Closing the loop - recommendations drive local consumer
choice
Blair Glubb, CEO, Localist
3.20

Afternoon break & refreshments

3.40

Case Study: Growing mobile purchasing

GrabOne generated over $11.8m in mobile sales in 2012.
• Insights into growing revenue and optimising mobile
purchasing
• Beyond the app - why the browser is still the purchasing
leader
• Know your customer - relevancy and social commerce
• Keeping up with change - the growth of the tablet
James Kemp, Marketing Manager, GrabOne

Linking creative social media 			
strategies to clear business 			
objectives

Regardless of your company’s social media strategy, it must
correspond with your overall business strategy in order to
achieve desired objectives.
• Creating a social media strategy which has a purpose
• Tactics to build a social media strategy which merges with
business objectives
• How to choose the correct social media platform to
accomplish business objectives
Simon Young, Principal, Global Relations, syENGAGE

Maintaining customer experience 		
through social media

Social media is changing and shaping customer experience
expectations. Addressing customer needs through social media
is crucial.
• Using social media to respond to feedback in a timely and
accurate manner
• Getting everyone on board: Integrating social media customer
experience strategies across your business
• Embedding components into mobile applications that build
consistent customer experience
Paul O’Brien, Social Media Specialist and
Dave Gascoigne, Digital Marketing Manager,
2Degrees Mobile

Panel: Measuring the elephant in the 		
room: Social Media ROI

Can social media ROI be measured? The question on
everyone’s lips is “How do I calculate social media ROI?”
• Deciding what your social media strategy is aiming to achieve
• Including measurable analytics in your social media strategy
• Amending your ROI formula to suit each campaign
• Benchmarking ROI: analysis of financial/non financial sales,
tangible and non tangible assets, customer loyalty and
connection and brand competition comparison
Simon Young, Principal, Global Relations at syENGAGE
@JustinFlitter, Digital Strategist, Flitter.co.nz
Graeme Russell, Principal, Charity Matters

11.45

2.00

4.20

Case Study: Using social media to 		
develop a mass following

Be educated on a phenomenal social media strategy that is
reaping the rewards. Local business KiwiYo, is on the way to
growing a national frozen yogurt following with the help of a
sleekly designed social media strategy.
• YoBooth – a unique platform, designed to appeal to the target
market
• Grasp how a social media strategy successfully enhances and
connects with business objectives
• Observe how a social media strategy is effectively maintained
Chantal Janssen, Marketing Director, KiwiYo
5.00

Summary remarks from the Chair and networking drinks

www.conferenz.co.nz/nzsomo

DAY 2: 19 June 2013
9.00

1.00

In order to defeat the current financial climate, this session
divulges how to achieve a grand social media strategy on a
shoestring budget.
• How to make the most of dashboards to overcome time and
maintenance
• Choosing the right platform and design a social media
strategy to fit
• Providing engaging content: Creative social media wins
• Learn how to utilise your customers to develop content
Graeme Russell, Principal, Charity Matters

Welcome back from the Chair

Nicholas O’Flaherty, Managing Director, Social@Ogilvy
9.05

Digital crisis management – your crisis
on speed

This session will discuss 5 key ways social media should be
transforming your crisis management
• Understanding the effect of social media on traditional media
crisis coverage
• Meeting the demand for hyper transparency
• Preparing for two way dialogue
• Setting up search to favour your perspective
• Managing the socially enabled detractor
Discusses building an effective digital crisis management
framework: monitor, cultivate, prepare, respond, promote
Nicholas O’Flaherty, Managing Director, Social@Ogilvy
9.50

10.30

Morning break & refreshments

10.50

Mobile apps vs. mobile optimised 		
websites: How to determine what’s 		
right for your business

• Comparing features and performance
• Which can provide the best user experience for your target
market?
• Determining purpose and linking with business strategy
• Considering maintenance and cost factors
Matthew Miller, Managing Director, Mogul
11.25

Using search and other tools to 			
manage your digital reputation

• Setting up an online early warning system to monitor the
digital spectrum
• Selecting your online toolkit
• Creating and maintaining a credible online presence
• Responsive, Righteous, Respectful (the three Rs of day-today reputation management):
• Using search engine optimisation (SEO) to help manage your
reputation online
Allan Botica, Chairman, Botica Butler Raudon Partners
2.30

Afternoon break & refreshments

2.40

Case Study: Using social media to build
profiles and maintain relationships

Madison Group utilises social media to build the pervasiveness
of their brand, build and maintain relationships, and provide a
human front to their business portfolio.
• Utilisation of Social Media to build strong business
relationships and reputation
• Effective Business Relationships are built through spheres of
commonality
Simon Bennett, CEO, The Madison Group
Tabitha Flack, IT Recruitment Consultant, pursuIT
3.15

Case Study: Advertisements are dead, 		
story telling is the new black

Story telling is a tool that enables brands to effectively engage
with their consumers. This session looks at the value of story
telling throughout social media.
• Creativity - How to be heard through the cluttered social
media space
• You will always be found out: The importance of being honest
• Learn the value of images – time is of the essence
• Story telling has gone next level and images are the new way
forward
Polly Williams, Senior Digital Strategist, PHDiQ
12.15

1.45

Top of timeline, top of mind

How to keep your brand relevant connected and engaged
when news feeds are noisier than ever.
• Why 2013 is the year of relevance
• The competition for relevance is fierce
• Actions speak louder than budgets
@JustinFlitter, Digital Strategist, Flitter.co.nz

Social media on a shoestring budget

The right to content: Privacy and 		
content ownership

The misunderstandings and misconceptions around IP
ownership and rights have left many organisations and
individuals confused and uncertain as to who can do what, with
what and when. Learn how to align your web and mobile legal
policy with your brand values. Hear some rules and approaches
to help you and your customers avoid hearing “off with their
heads” too often.
Jennie Vickers, CEO, ZeopardLaw
4.00

Closing remarks from the Chair and end of conference

Lunch break

SEPARATELY BOOKABLE WORKSHOPS
20 June 2013, Stamford Plaza, Auckland

9.30am – 12.30pm

Constructing a social media crisis
management plan

Your social media strategy needs a complementary crisis management plan. If you
construct a quality plan, you’ll have an invaluable resource to protect and enhance
your reputation.
During this workshop you will be taken through the appropriate steps to
constructing a deep and flexible crisis management plan to match your social media
strategy
• Moving at speed: laying an foundation for rapid response
• Anticipating a crisis: monitoring and management
• How to structure a crisis management plan
• Doing the right thing: ethics and your social media crisis management plan
• Selecting a strategy: resolve, respond ignore
• Getting the tone right
• How to implement your plan under pressure
• Learning from experience: how to capitalise on successes and avoid repeating
mistakes
Allan Botica, Chairman, Botica Butler Raudon Partners

1.30pm - 5.00pm

Build an effective mobile strategy for your
organisation

The smartphone adoption rate is the fastest in history, and now tablets are following
suit almost as quickly. Defining the right strategy is critical to success in this
incredibly fast evolving space. This practical workshop is business focused, and
provides insights and best of breed case studies from both local and international
brands who are winning with mobile.
• “Native” apps or mobile web – which is the best approach?
• What are the business/revenue model options for apps in the Apple App Store,
Google Play and other marketplaces?
• How do you engage a mobile app developer and ensure you get the best
outcome from your project?
• What are the best options for mobile web?
• Understand privacy and legal considerations for mobile apps.
• Introduction to mobile marketing and advertising.
Jon Beattie, Partner, In House Digital

www.conferenz.co.nz/nzsomo
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REGISTER ONLINE at
www.conferenz.co.nz/nzsomo

Exhibit at or sponsor this event:
Sponsorship is now recognised as a highly effective
marketing medium – make sure you gain competitive
advantage in your markets by sponsoring this event.
To discuss the range of opportunities available, contact:
sponsorship@conferenz.co.nz or call our team on
(09) 912 3616

www.conferenz.co.nz/nzsomo

09 912 3616

register@conferenz.co.nz

SUPERSAVER

EARLYBIRD

REGISTER & PAY BEFORE 5PM
16 April 2013

REGISTER & PAY BEFORE 5PM
21 MAY 2013

03

LAST MINUTE

REGISTER & PAY AFTER 5PM
21 MAY 2013

Forum

$2095 +GST

SAVE $400

$2295 +GST

SAVE $200

$2495 +GST

Workshop

$595 +GST

SAVE $200

$695 +GST

SAVE $100

$795 +GST

Add a second delegate to the Forum for only

$395+GST

Forum Only: Registrations must be from the same
organisation, and made at the same time.

HOW TO PAY

WHAT HAPPENS IF I HAVE TO CANCEL?

DIRECT CREDIT
Direct credit to our bank account (please supply details of remittance)
BANK: The National Bank, North Shore Corporate
ACCOUNT NAME: Conferenz Ltd
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 060273-0228588-25

YOU HAVE SEVERAL OPTIONS:
• Send a substitute delegate in your place
• Confirm your cancellation in writing (letter, fax or email) at least ten working days prior to the event and receive a refund less a
$300+GST service charge per registrant. Regrettably, no refunds can be made for cancellations received after this date.

CREDIT CARD
We accept most major credit cards.
Please contact our office directly on (09) 912 3616 if you wish to use this method of payment, or
register online for this event at www.conferenz.co.nz

PLEASE NOTE: Conferenz Ltd reserves the right to make any amendments that we may deem to be in the best
interest of the conference.

GST.No. 66-938-654

CONTACT US
Phone: (09) 912 3616 | Internet: www.conferenz.co.nz | Email: register@conferenz.co.nz
Mail: Conferenz Ltd, Freepost 83430, PO Box 31 506 Auckland 0741

